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‘LEADERSHIP - THE MULTIPLIER EFFECT’ –
CREATING A NEW BREED OF LEADERSHIP
SUPERHEROS.
DITCH THE OLD. TRADTIONAL MANAGEMENT THINKING IS DEAD
IN THE WATER. THE BRAVE NEW WORLD NEEDS A FRESH
APPROACH TO LEADERSHIP THINKING AND PRACTICE.

Tasked with squeezing more from less,
most leaders feel they can't possibly work
any harder and are sick to death with being
told to work smarter. Exhaustion is the new
black and ‘irritable bastard syndrome’ has
spread like wildfire.
But what if there’s a way of getting more
from less by taking a radically different
approach? Throwing out the competency
frameworks, tearing up the rule book,
ditching the SMART objectives – and
focussing instead on creating flourishing
organisations from the inside-out.

LEADERSHIP – THE MULTIPLIER EFFECT
is out 2 August 2018, published by
John Murray Learning and available
on Amazon £12.99

LEADERSHIP – THE MULTIPLIER EFFECT
is counter-intuitive, giving leaders less to
do and less to think about. This book is
good news for leaders. Relax. Let some
of the burden go. Your job is not to inspire
everyone in your organisation. Your job is
to be inspired. In doing so, you harness
the power of the leadership multiplier
effect, creating a ripple of positivity,

engagement and goodwill that extends
far beyond your workplace.
Dr Andy Cope has spent the last 12 years
researching employee engagement and this
book is his ‘kiss and tell’, revealing the secrets
of emotional contagion, flourishing
organisations and employee mojo. Andy
grapples with the major issues of the day
[strengths-based leadership, motivation,
engagement, teams, purpose, culture, change
& wellbeing] as only he can – with humour,
quirk and fun.
Plot spoiler alert; There’s a huge difference
between being ‘really good at what you do’
and being ‘world class’. Every organisation
has a secret ingredient that can bridge that
gap. That ingredient is leadership. The recipe
is too important to be left to chance. Hence
LEADERSHIP – THE MULTIPLIER EFFECT
is the seminal business book of the 21st
century.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Dr Andy Cope has spent 12 years
researching positive psychology,
culminating in a ‘PhD in Happiness’
from Loughborough University. He
appreciates that his ‘Doctor of
Happiness’ title is terribly cheesy
but it provides him a media
platform from which to preach
about the importance of workplace
wellbeing and how to create a
flourishing organisational culture.
He works globally, delivering
leadership workshops for business
and schools.
Andy is the best-selling author of
the personal development ART OF
BEING BRILLIANT series,
HAPPINESS ROUTE MAP and
SHINE. He has also written
best-selling personal development
books for children and young
people, including DIARY OF A
BRILLIANT KID and A TEENAGER’S
GUIDE TO LIFE, THE UNIVERSE &
AWESOMENESS. In his spare time
he has also managed to write the
global best-selling series, SPY DOG.
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EXCLUSIVE ARTICLES AND INTERVIEWS AVAILABLE:
Dr Andy Cope is an experienced and engaging speaker. His USP is a heady mix of academia
crossed with a mental age of 7¾. Andy believes that there are too many ‘serious academics’
and not enough fun ones. The ‘Doctor of Happiness’ is available for interview, expert
comment and guest articles on a number of topics including:

How to lead in extra-ordinary
times
Five management techniques
that should be consigned to
the dustbin

Why competency frameworks
stop your staff from being great
at their job
Why happiness is your
competitive advantage

The one thing all great
leaders have in common

Why there’s less sex in the city

Why your customers should
always come second

Leadership: Terminator style

Forget SMART objectives –
what your employees really
need are HUGGS

How to create flourishing
organisations

For further information, a review copy, extract, guest article or interview with Andy, please contact:
TERESA RICHARDSON

teresa.richardson@thebookpublicist.co.uk

01497 288 018

